Code with its respective diagram and graph

Abstract—import pandas as pd import numpy as np import
matplotlib.pyplot as plt import seaborn as sns import warnings
warnings.filterwarnings("ignore")
Index Terms—

Figure 1: This diagram comes as a result
of code input
The graph shows the number of null values per variable.
The x-axis shows the name of the variable, and the y-axis
shows absence (white), or presence (black) of values for
each variable. The most appreciable thing is the recorded
by variable. If the data description is reviewed, the variable
indicates the discoverer, which is closely associated with the
source where the observation was collected.
del spec[’recordedBy’]
#Analyzing numeric features
spec[’occurrence’]=spec[’occurrence’].astype(’string’)

Fig. 1. Latitude and Longitude.

The distribution is logical, and it can conclude that there
is a greater invasive frequency in a specific region. “Year"
is biased to the right. There’s less information in the early
years or there were very few species. For more information,
review the used methodology of the institution and on the hub
features, it is logical that almost all areas are close to zero,
and there are some that are very extensive.
#Analyze categorical features
animal=spec[spec.kingdom==’Animal’]
#sns.countplot(animal.group)
print("What’s the animal group more common ?")
print(animal.group.value_counts()[:4]) #Obviously, the
fishes
animal=animal[animal.group==’Fishes’]
#What’s the fisshes family more common ?
an=animal.family.value_counts()[:4].keys()
sns.countplot(animal[animal[’family’].isin(an)].family,
palette="Blues_r")
Identify applicable funding agency here. If none, delete this.

Figure 3: From the graph, the Salmonidae Family has the
highest population count. With Channidae having the least
population count at 3000.
#Time series of occurrence from 1901 to 2016
from collections import Counter
sns.set_style("whitegrid")
def temporal_trend(text,col): #Return a plot where appears
a respective specie. Color can be removed as input
specie=spec[(spec.sciname==text)]
temporal=Counter(specie.year) # Temporal variation, In
the plants kingdom there are months too
#spatial=Counter(specie.state) #Spatial variation
sns.lineplot(temporal.keys(),temporal.values(),color=col)
temporal_trend(’Phalaris arundinacea’,’red’)
temporal_trend(’Cyprinus carpio’,’blue’)
temporal_trend(’Salmo trutta’,’green’)
temporal_trend(’Phragmites australis’,’black’)
# All species
#for i in spec.sciname.unique()[:10]:
# temporal_trend(i,’red’)

Figure 4: x-axis are the number of years and y-axis are the
effects related to the invasives.
This graph shows the effects of invasive species reported,
there are many reasons that can explain this pick in years
between 2000 and 2020. 1. More travels do to technological
developmets that allowed more planes so more flights, and
beter terrestrial transport that allowed better movement. 2.
Better reporting due to better communication gadgets and
network over the years. 3. And global warming.
temporal=Counter(spec.year)

Fig. 2. Better reporting due to better communication gadgets and network
over the years. 3. And global warming. temporal=Counter(spec.year)
sns.lineplot(temporal.keys(),temporal.values(),sort=True,color=’magenta’)
# In essence I am combining all the impacts done by these species.

Figure 5: This graph shows the net impact as done by these
families of species.
Fig. 3. Correlation.The auto correlations are very similar in the fact that, they
specie=spec[spec.sciname==’Phalaris
arundinacea’] both decrease with time in a similar manner as the both have the maximums
at 0 and a steep decent from 0 to 20 and a gradual decent from 20 to 100."
#Species selection.
(Melinosky, January 22, 2021)(Mitra, 2002)
specie[’date’]=specie[’dateobserved’].apply(preprocess_date)
from statsmodels.tsa.seasonal import seasonal_decompose
decomp = seasonal_decompose(specie.date, period=300,
model=’additive’, extrapolate_trend=’freq’)
specie[’trend’] = decomp.trend
specie["seasonal"] = decomp.seasonal
fig,ax=plt.subplots(2,1)
sns.lineplot(specie.year,specie.trend,sort=True,color=’darkred’,ax=ax[0])
sns.lineplot(specie.year,specie.seasonal,sort=True,color=’darkblue’,ax=ax[1])

Fig. 4. frequency of invasive species in the USA map.

Figure 6: the correspondence between the seasonal changes
and invasives impacts of these species.
Here, the goal is to check the correspondence between the
seasonal changes and invasives impacts of these species. These
graphs tell a story. The graphs are very similar in a way that
you can see the trend that with seasonal variation there is
invasive impacts and when one increases so does the other.
from statsmodels.graphics.tsaplots import plot_acf
from statsmodels.graphics.tsaplots import plot_pacf
f, ax = plt.subplots(nrows=2, ncols=1, figsize=(9, 4.5))
plot_acf(specie[’date’], lags=100, ax=ax[0]) #Heavy decay
plot_pacf(specie[’date’], lags=100, ax=ax[1])
plt.show()
Figure 7: Correlation.
Physical representation of the data on the map. There are
many reasons “why the is a lot of data on the coastal areas this
is because those are the busiest regions for tourism, since we
know that humans are the main course of the invasive species
and explains also the high frequencies on the coastal areas.

Fig. 5. heat map of the USA.

The heat map of the USA. Notice the relationship I was
talking about earlier that on, that hot places there seem to be
a directly proportional relationship between the two maps of
invasives impact and heat map." (Modlinska, Jan 17, 2020)
(Morrison D. P., 2005) (Morrison l. D., 2004)

